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Environmental pledge
The company interpret their industrial
activity as being carbon neutral due to
the savings in terms of environmental
impact through the use of and ongoing
management and maintenance of the
schemes.

Despite this fact and to make a bold
statement of policy and commitment in
support of Environmental Awareness,
in March welters® acquired Ellery
Hill in Cumbria. Yes, the fencing and
‘long gone’ ancient hedgerows are
being re-established but additionally
Galloway herds of ‘Green’ single
suckler cattle, outlying and feeding
from not only natural grasses but
heathers, mosses and water meadow
plants will be introduced. This is indeed
an Agricultural food production policy
for Beef which is not encouraged by
Government Policy. Quite predictably,
the Ellery Hill model will become an
example from which Government
Policy will be changed in around fifteen
years time!
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The Ancient Sessile
Oaks of Whithaugh
welters®, are the creators of the
Cemetery Village© Systems which
embrace the best use of land and
environmentally sensitive solutions
for burial and cremated remains
interment and will maintain free of
charge a commemorative register and
password protected virtual cemetery
for ‘rights owner’ use. welters® will
also make an absolute commitment to
plant and maintain one tree for every
‘burial rights owner’ or deceased
from at maximum 6 months following
the date of interment into a welters®
facility or registration which ever is the
later.
Tree planting schemes are currently in
the Scottish Borders and Cumbria.
In addition to the commitment to plant
the renewable tree resource, welters®
will also, at no cost to the rights owner,
stock the burns and becks within the
tree planting scheme areas with Brown
trout smolt and parr thus protecting
this most important British indigenous
species.
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Green Agriculture &
Land Management
Galloway Heritage Herd
The establishment of the welters®
‘Heritage’
Pedigree
Herd
of
Galloway cattle is and will continue
to be one of the enduring and most
rewarding aspects of the Land Based
enterprises. The Genetic design of the
Native Scottish outlying breed with
countless benefits was in danger of
diminishment.
The ‘Heritage’ Herd has Gene design
from the finest Global Pedigrees to
protect and perpetuate the finest
Scottish Native breed which thrives
on the hill land, heathland herbs
and water meadows of our diverse
landscapes.
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Galloway Heritage Herd
welters® continues to own and develop
the Heritage Galloway Herd of single
suckle cattle. This magnificent family
has a historic pedigree feeds from
natural grasses, heathers mosses and
water meadow plants. The Galloway
is one of the oldest and purest of our
native cattle breeds. They are famed
for their hardiness and can live off
the poorest of land. The Galloway
female is the ideal suckler cow and
will produce an excellent beefy calf
which is in great demand by people
requiring the highest quality, natural
grown beef. Galloway Cattle have a
great deal to offer and will fit into any
agricultural system, either a traditional
hill farm or low land management plan.
Galloway popularity is growing due to
the increased interest in British Native
breeds and environmental issues.
At the 2009 Royal Highland show,
the Galloway breed won all the major
trophies including the individual,
native interbreed, interbreed and
pairs competitions. Never before has
one breed dominated all the cattle
championships at Scotlands premiere
event.
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Green Agriculture &
Land Management
White Galloway
Heritage Herd

The White Galloway Heritage herd
is a recent additon to welters®
agricu;tural programmes. As part of
their commitment to protecting native
species and resources in the UK the
White Galloway has a heritage that
stretches back to the white wild cattle
of ancient Britain.
welters® are members of the Rare
Breeds Survival Trust
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White Galloway
Heritage Herd

The colour pattern of the White
Galloway is mostly white, with its colour
restricted to its ears, feet, and around
its eyes. They will also often have
colour on their poll, tail, and udder. The
White Galloway breed originates from
the Wild White cattle of ancient Britain.
The Galloway is naturally hornless, and
instead of horns has a bone knob at
the top of its skull that is called a poll.
This breed’s shaggy coat has both a
thick, wooly undercoat for warmth and
stiffer guard hairs that help shed water,
making them well adapted to harsher
climates.
welters® Galloway herds of Whithaugh
forms part of their mission and drive
for research and development in the
protection of native species and natural
resources
The welters® White Galloway Heritage
Herd and the Green Agriculture and
Land Management programmes are
elements within the Biodiversity and
Specie Protection and Enhancement
Programmes.
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